We consider a k=0 Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) model within loop quantum cosmology (LQC) and explore the issue of its semiclassical limit. The model is exactly solvable and allows us to construct analytical (Gaussian) coherent-state solutions for each point on the space of classical states. We propose physical criteria that select from these coherent states, those that display semiclassical behavior, and study their properties in the deep Planck regime. Furthermore, we consider generalized squeezed states and compare them to the Gaussian states. The issue of semiclassicality preservation across the bounce is studied and shown to be generic for all the states considered. Finally, we comment on some implications these results have, depending on the topology of the spatial slice. In particular we consider the issue of the recovery, within our class of states, of a scaling symmetry present in the classical description of the system when the spatial topology is non-compact.
I. INTRODUCTION
Given a quantum theory describing a physical system, a pressing question is the existence of its semiclassical limit; particularly so if the quantum theory was the result of the quantization of a classical system. In this case, one would like to know whether it is possible to recover the original system in some limit. In particular, one is interested in exploring the existence of semiclassical states that exhibit the dynamical properties of the original classical system. It is only when this step can be completed that one can assign the status of physically viable to the formalism in question. Assuming that one has solved the question of existence of the limit, uniqueness of such semiclassical states is an issue that one might be concerned with. That is, can we uniquely specify a state with the aid of some preferred semiclassicality conditions? Is there some freedom in finding a state given a classical configuration? How can we parametrize this freedom? These and similar questions have motivated the study of semiclassical states, including the case of constrained systems (See for instance [1] and references therein).
The system that we shall consider here is a quantum cosmological model found by applying loop quantization methods [2] to a flat FRW model coupled to a massless scalar field [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this case, the quantum theory that describes the evolution of the (homogeneous and isotropic) universe has the property that the classical big bang, represented by a singularity of the theory, is replaced by a 'quantum bounce'. The quantum evolution does not stop at the would be singularity and defines a spacetime much larger than the classical general relativity (GR) equations suggest. This simple system is of particular interest since it has been shown to be described by a solvable model [10] , with which it has been possible to prove that the bounce is generic and some relevant quantities such as energy density and the expansion parameter of observers are absolutely bounded [10, 12] . Furthermore, it has been shown that a state that satisfies very general semiclassicality conditions on one side of the bounce, has to preserve those conditions on the other side [13, 14] .
The issue we want to address in this manuscript is the construction of semiclassical states given a classical configuration of the geometric and matter degrees of freedom for our model. That is, can we find semiclassical states given any classical configuration? Another issue that is intertwined with the question at hand is the so called 'classical regime' of any cosmological model. Let us be more precise. Since every classical trajectory in the general relativity (GR) dynamics has two very different regimes we have to be very precise to define what we mean by the classical regime. On the one hand, an expanding solution, say, has a regime of very low energy density, and 'large volume' where we expect GR to be a very good description. On the other hand, when evolving back in time, the solution approaches a regime of very high density, end eventually reaches the singularity where the density diverges. One expects the regime near to the singularity not to be well described by GR, but instead belong to the quantum realm. The transition from one regime to the other is expected to be, on purely dimensional arguments, near the Planck scale. This is precisely what we see in the LQC dynamics. When the energy density approaches the Planck scale, the dynamics departs from GR, a quantum repulsive force dominates and the universe bounces. Thus, it is only in the low density, GR regime that we expect to be able to impose semiclassicality conditions in order to select the states we are looking for. Even for those states that behave semiclassicaly in the low density regime, one might expect that in the Planck regime, the state might loose its coherence and behave 'wildly'.
The departure of the LQC dynamics from GR seems to be very well described by a so-called "effective dynamics" constructed from the quantum theory [17, 18] . This 'classical' description captures the most important quantum effects coming from loop quantum geometry, and approaches the GR dynamics in the classical, low density regime. It is natural then to try to test the validity of the effective description into the deep quantum regime. Finally, another question that one would like to address is that of the preservation of semiclassicality across the bounce. If one uses the low density, GR regime, to specify a semiclassical state, what is then its behavior on the other side of the bounce? It is still semiclassical? Does it loose coherence and becomes highly quantum? The purpose of this paper is to address all these questions, using the solvable model of loop quantum cosmology introduced in [10] , and further studied in [13] . In a sense, the solvable model is the ideal arena, since one can find exact coherent state solutions for which all these questions can be met with precise analytical answers. This analysis also allows us to put in concrete, analytic and quantitative terms some of the results that were derived in [13, 14] , regarding the preservation of semiclassicality across the bounce for general semiclassical states. As we shall see, the class of states we consider, build out of coherent (and squeezed) states are enough to specify semiclassical states with the desired properties and to put the effective theory to the test. As we shall see in detail, there are some semiclassicality conditions to be imposed that imply that not all trajectories on the classical phase space can be recovered by a semiclassical state, signaling the existence of a semiclassical regime and a purely quantum regime within the space of quantum states. Another objective of this manuscript is to discuss the physical motivations that lead to the definition of semiclassical states an discuss their main properties. Details of the model and of the derivations of some of the results used here have appeared elsewhere [15] . Furthermore, here we put forward a discussion regarding the issue of cell independence present in the k=0 model, and its role in the construction of coherent semiclassical states. Let us start by specifying the model we are considering.
II. THE SYSTEM: A k=0 FRW MODEL
The model we are considering, namely a k=0 FRW cosmology is given by the line element,
where dΣ 2 corresponds to a flat metric on the three-surface Σ. The matter content is a massless scalar field φ, satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation. Phase space Γ consists of gravitational degrees of freedom: (a, p a ) and matter degrees of freedom: (φ, p φ ) In terms of the coordinates (a, p a , φ, p φ ) for the kinematical phase space Γ of the theory, all the "dynamics" is captured in the Hamiltonian constraint
The diffeomorphism constraint is satisfied, and its corresponding gauge is fixed. The equations of motion are such thatφ = 8π G p φ |a| 3 has the same sign as p φ and never vanishes. Thus φ can be used as an internal (or relational) time variable. The homogeneous, isotropic, sector of the Ashtekar formulation can be expressed, for flat FRW as,
where both connection and triads are written in terms of fiducial quantities. The fundamental Poisson bracket between the degrees of freedom (c, p) is given by, {c, p} = 
In these new coordinates, the constraint is:
A convenient choice is to select the lapse function as N = V such thatC := N C becomes
Thus, the phase space There are several strategies to define semiclassical states. We could classify them, in very broad terms as in [1, 16] by, i) Kinematical semiclassical states (KSS), peaked on a point of the constrained surfaceΓ. ii) Start with a KSS and project to a dynamical semiclassical state using, for instance the group averaging method. iii) Define a dynamical semiclassical state peaked on an appropriate point of the physical phase space. iv) If the system admits a deparametrization, define a 'peaked initial state' and evolve to generate a physical state.
While identifying what is the best approach is not the purpose of this letter, here we shall adopt approach iv) in what follows, since our system admits a deparametrization in terms of internal time φ. Therefore, our strategy is to construct suitable initial data to generate physical states. Furthermore, in the remaining of the manuscript we shall impose physically motivated conditions to select those states that behave semiclassically. As we shall see below, the class of initial states we shall consider is of the coherent state type.
III. SOLVABLE LOOP QUANTUM COSMOLOGY (SLQC)
Let us recall the basic features of the solvable model in LQC, as developed in [10] (See also [15] ). The starting point is the quantum constraint, sin(λb)ν sin(λb)ν + KP 
with b ∈ (0, π/λ) and χ(b, φ) = −χ(π/λ − b, φ). We can now define a new coordinate x by
Then the basic constraint equation (7) translates to
A general solution χ(x, φ) to the above equation can be decomposed in to left moving and right moving components:
such that χ + and
Furthermore, we are interested in positive frequency solutions to the Klein Gordon equation. We can then write a 'Schrödinger equation':
with which we can evolve an initial state to produce a physical state. The general form of the physical states is:
, for F an arbitrary positive momentum solution. This means that
This form implements the required antisymmetry: χ(x, φ) = −χ(−x, φ). The physical inner product on solutions to the quantum constraint is given by,
The expectation value forV | φ , is given by:
where α = √ 12π G. There is a bounce for all states in the physical Hilbert space. The bounce time φ b is then,
The coefficients V ± are given by [10] ,
Thus, they are strictly positive and can be computed from the 'initial state'. The time dependence is then,
, where the minimum value of the volume is given by V b = 2 √ V − V + . In the same fashion, one can define the operatorx| φ for which the expectation value can be computed (see [15] for details).
IV. GAUSSIAN STATES
Let us consider physical states with initial states given generalized Gaussian states, defined by functionsF (k) of the form:
with σ > 0, k 0 > 0, n = 0, 1, 2, .... That is, we are choosing Gaussian states centered around the point (p 0 , k 0 ), with 'dispersion' given by σ. The system possesses two phase space physical degrees of freedom, and from our experience with, say, a harmonic oscillator, coherent states labeled by two phase space coordinates and with an extra parameter (σ) are over-complete and enough to describe the semiclassical sector of the theory. As we shall see below, the states under consideration above will also be enough to describe semiclassical states for the cosmological system. The question is: In what coordinates is this identification made? Namely, what is the point in physical phase space where the state is peaked? We expect k 0 to be the point on the variable 'canonically conjugate to x', and p 0 to represent the point where it is peaked in x. A careful analysis of the (gauge fixed) physical phase space for the effective theory shows that, in (x, p φ ) coordinates the symplectic structure has the form [15] :Ω = dp φ ∧ dx. This means that in the physical phase space, as defined by the effective theory, one expects p φ to be canonically conjugate to x. One can also expect that the parameter k 0 be related to the expectation value for p φ . As we shall now see, these expectations are realized in the quantum theory. These considerations also suggest that we can select the classical trajectory to be approximated by the quantum state, by specifying the pair (x,p φ ) at, say, φ = 0, and then choosing the parameters (p 0 , k 0 ) appropriately so that the state is sharply peaked around the classical point.
In the case of pure Gaussian states, namely for n = 0, we have the expectation value on the physical state space to be,
If we fix a tolerance parameter δ that bounds how far from the classical valuep φ the expectation value of the operators are: | p φ −p φ | < δ. This condition then imposes some interval on which k 0 can take values. Forp φ σ andp φ δ we have that k 0 can take values in the interval:
2 )/4 p φ . Note that if the above conditions are satisfied, the interval is, to a good approximation, of size 2δ/ and centered around the pointp φ / . The dispersion takes the form
which is a constant, as expected. Note that, if k 0 σ, the relative dispersion
is then approximately given by (σ 2 /4k
, which is rather small. This brings us to our first semiclassicality condition, namely to impose that k 0 σ. This means that the Gaussian is sharply peaked away from the origin (in k, and it is practically zero at k ≤ 0, a condition necessary in our approximation [15] ). Furthermore, this condition naturally yields an expectation value forp φ close to the classical valuep φ , and sharply peaked around it.
We can now consider the operatorx associated to the coordinate x (for a definition of this symmetric operator and some of its properties, see [15] ). We have that, for all values of n, the expectation value ofx reads
which confirms the expectation that the parameter p 0 represents the pointx in x space, where the Gaussian is peaked (when φ = 0). The evolution of x φ as a function of φ corresponds precisely to the one defined by the classical effective dynamics. The dispersion of the operator is given by [15] ,
which is also constant and tells us that the parameter σ has the expected interpretation of providing the inverse of the dispersion for the observable x, when k 0 σ. The uncertainty relations for the observablesp φ andx (for n = 1) is then,
We note that, if k 0 σ, then the uncertainty relations
are very close to being saturated. To summarize, given a point (p φ ,b) onΓ, we can define a family of coherent states (labeled by n), defined by coefficients (k 0 , p 0 ), that are 'peaked' on the point (p φ ,b), provided k 0 =p φ / and p 0 =x := 1 α ln | tan(λb/2)|. The parameter σ is still free, except for the mild condition that it must be small compared to k 0 . Further conditions need to be imposed to select, from these Gaussian states, those that we shall call semiclassical.
V. SEMICLASSICALITY CONDITIONS
Let us now impose physically motivated conditions on the states to ensure they are semiclassical. The most natural choice is to require that the state be sharply peaked in the GR limit. This means that in the large volume, small density regime, fluctuations should be small. The observable that we still have at our disposal is volume. We have seen that the time evolution (in φ) of the expectation value of the volume has a generic form for all states, that follows exactly the trajectory defined by the 'effective theory'. Thus, in order to select semiclassical states we need to impose criteria on the dispersion of the volume, a quantity we know to grow exponentially to the future and past. However, we expect that the relative dispersion be well behaved. Thus our criteria will be to require that the asymptotic relative dispersion ∆ ± := lim φ→±∞ ∆V V 2 φ be small. For that we fix a real number ε, which will measure how semiclassical the state is. For n=0 this condition takes the form [15] ,
Note that the appearance of the constant α = √ 12π G introduces a scale for k 0 and σ. Not only do we need that α k 0 and σ k 0 , but we are also forced to choose σ wisely to make ∆ ± , as defined by Eq.(22), as small as possible (see Fig. 1 
This gives us then a relation between k 0 and α depending on ε. That is, the condition on the relative dispersion (22) will be satisfied provided k 0 > α/ε. We can then see from Fig.1 , that there is only a small range of allowed values for σ around its minimumσ, that yield semiclassical states, specially for σ <σ.
To summarize, we have seen that the class of states under consideration, namely generalized Gaussian states are enough to completely characterize and describe semiclassical states. In this respect, one is not loosing generality by restricting to these states to describe the semiclassical sector of the theory.
Semiclassicality at the Bounce. Let us now explore the properties of the semiclassical states at the bounce, that is, in the deep Planck regime. It is easy to see that, for n=0, the relative dispersion in volume at the bounce and its asymptotic value are related by,
Thus, for semiclassical states satisfying α σ k 0 , the relative dispersion at the bounce is, to a very good approximation, 1/2 of its asymptotic value (≈ α/2k 0 1). This means that the state is not loosing its coherence, even in the deep quantum regime.
There are several arguments that support the claim that the effective theory describes the dynamics of semiclassical states in LQC [17] [18] [19] . Is that also the case for our semiclassical states? We can indeed explore this question with our exact coherent states. For that, we can consider the volume at the bounce V b . The effective theory yields, for each trajectory, a minimum value for the volume given by, V min = 8πGγ 2 λ 2 6 p φ . On the other hand, for n=0, the volume at the bounce V b = 2 √ V + V − is given by [15] ,
FIG. 1:
The asymptotic relative fluctuation ∆ ± is plotted as a function of σ 2 with k 0 = 10000 in Planck units, where α ≈ 6.14. Here we have chosen n = 0 and p 0 = 0. Two features characterize the behavior of the function near the minimumσ. The first one is that for σ 2 <σ 2 the function is exponential; the second one is that for σ 2 >σ 2 the function has a polynomial behavior.
FIG. 2:
The relative fluctuation (∆V ) 2 / V 2 is plotted as a function of internal time φ with k 0 = 10000, in Planck units where α ≈ 6.14. Note that the minimum of this quantity is at the bounce (here corresponding to φ = 0). It is found that the value at the bounce is approximately 1/2 of its asymptotic value for the generalized Gaussian states.
If we recall our previous result that p φ = k 0 + O(σ 2 /k 2 0 ), and assume the semiclassically conditions found in previous sections, namely that σ α and k 0 σ (as is the case when σ =σ = √ 2αk 0 and k 0 α) in Eq. (25), we can compare the last two equations to see that
Pl λ α p φ . Using the value α = √ 12πG, we conclude that
We can ask the same question regarding the density at the bounce. The simplest expression for density is given byρ = p φ 2 2 V 2 , a quantity that was shown to be bounded by ρ crit = 3/(8πGγ 2 λ 2 ) [10] . It is straightforward to find this quantity for the n = 0 states [15] ,
Just as with volume at the bounce, we see that the more semiclassical the state is, namely, the larger k 0 is, the better the value given by the effective theory of the density at the bounce. So far, we have considered the spatially flat FRW model without specifying the topology of the spatial section Σ. If the topology of Σ is given by a three torus T 3 , the interpretation of the variables V and b is clear: V is the volume of the universe at 'time φ', and b is its canonically conjugate variable defined by the (unique) symplectic structure (and closely related to the Hubble parameter in the GR limit). In this case, all our results have a clear interpretation. The semiclassicality conditions imply then that the theory can only have a classical limit if the universe bounces when its volume is much larger than the Planck volume. Therefore, we can not have semiclassical states that bounce near the Planck volume. This is, as we have seen, due to the fact that the relative fluctuations in volume (andx) are not small in that case. As previously noted [5, 6] , in the case of a spatially closed universe the 'Planck scale' is defined by the energy density being close to Planck's density and not by the volume at the bounce, that can take many values. On the other hand, if the topology of the spatial section is R 3 and the universe is open, we have to introduce a fiducial cell to make sense of the Hamiltonian formulation. This introduces an extra freedom that is, however, physically irrelevant. Let us now comment on what our result imply for this scenario.
VI. RESCALING DEPENDENCE
An important issue that results from our analysis is the implementation of the classical "gauge freedom" of cell rescaling, present in both the classical and effective descriptions of the system. This symmetry of the classical equations, that can be seen by considering p φ → p φ , together with V → V , becomes rather subtle. From our previous results, it might appear that, by restricting ourselves to our class of generalized coherent states, the classical scaling symmetry can only be recovered in the large k 0 limit (k 0 α). This might at first be surprising, given that in the classical description (and in the effective theory as well) this "gauge freedom", understood as a mapping between two theories for two different cells, can be reinterpreted as a mapping on each theory defined on a given fiducial cell V. To be precise, if we have a cell V and a second one V obtained from the first one by a constant rescaling by a 'rescaling factor' , then there is a preferred mapping from the phase space Γ V of the theory on cell V to the phase space Γ V given by (b, V, φ, p φ ) V → (b, V, φ, p φ ) V . Thus, the arbitrariness in the definition of the fiducial cell, that should yield physically identical descriptions, can be reinterpreted as a transformation on Γ V that should connect two physically indistinguishable configurations. While this is certainly a reasonable assumption, detailed considerations suggest that this is not the case. For, a detailed analysis of the phase space transformation shows that it does not correspond to a phase space symmetry. That is, the transformation does not preserve the symplectic structure, even when it connects two solutions. From the viewpoint of constrained systems, it corresponds to a transformation connecting two different gauge orbits, that is not a symplectomorphism in the physical phase space either. In this regard, this symmetry can not be regarded as gauge in the standard Hamiltonian language.
If this transformation is not canonical, should we expect its quantum implementation to be unitary? In fact, what one actually would like to have is a mapping such that a state ψ V for the theory on the cell V is mapped to a state ψ V in such a way that the expectation value ofp φ has the appropriate transformation properties: p φ V = p φ V . If such a map were also to relate the expectation values of volume by V | φ V = V | φ V , we would have a quantum implementation of 'cell rescaling'
1 . Let us now see that this expectation is not realized in this model, for the special class of states under consideration. Recall that our states are labeled by parameters (k 0 , p 0 , σ) n , in such a way that, given a classical configuration (p φ ,x) (at time φ = 0), there is a preferred choice of parameters (k 0 , p 0 , σ) n that select a unique semiclassical states (for a given n). One could now ask how would these parameters 'transform' in order to implement the symmetry within our space of solutions. There is a natural answer for this question. The rescaling symmetry induces a transformation on phase space, and therefore, on the space of labels (p φ ,x) defining the classical configuration to be described by the quantum states. Thus, there is a unique implementation of the classical scaling symmetry, on the space of generalized coherent states under consideration. The question is whether, under such preferred mapping between states, the expectation values of observablesp φ andV φ scale appropriately.
Let us now explore this question in further detail. From Eq. (17) we can see that, to implement cell rescaling inp φ , the natural mapping between states would be to send a state with labels (k 0 , p 0 , σ) to a state defined by (k 0 = k 0 , p 0 , σ = σ). In this way we have p φ V = p φ V . But note that, even when ψ V is taken to be a semiclassical state, the new state ψ V will not be one in general. To be precise, the semiclassicality conditions (for any choice of fiducial cell) tells us that σ should be of the order of √ 2α k 0 . Thus, we can assume that ψ V (k 0 , p 0 , σ) satisfies this condition. But then, for the new state ψ V (k 0 , p 0 , σ ) we have
Thus, σ will satisfy the semiclassicality criteria for cell V only if 1/2 is not very different from one. Let us now consider the canonical mapping between the set of preferred semiclassical states, where σ =σ(k 0 ), coming from the mapping on the labels defining the state, induced by the classical symmetry. In this case, even the expectation value ofp φ will not be invariant, but instead,
We can now see what is the relative difference with respect to the 'rescaled' value p φ is then,
1 One might further require higher moments to transform appropriately.
Note then that, if the original state was semiclassical, so k 0 α, then the relative difference will be small provided is of order one or larger. One can then say that there is approximate scale invariance. If, on the other hand, 1, then the relative difference can be large and therefore the scaling symmetry is not recovered even approximately.
Furthermore, we can also look at the expectation value of the density at the bounce Eq.(27), an observable that is cell independent (and therefore, 'gauge independent'). It is straightforward to see that the terms of the form α 2 /k 2 0 and α 2 /σ 2 in that expression will break the 'rescaling independence'. This can be seen from the expression (25) of the volume at the bounce that possesses such terms. One might, of course, consider more general class of states for which a satisfactory 'cell re-scaling mapping' might be well defined. We shall not pursue that avenue here.
We can conclude that only in the limit of large k 0 , with respect to α, the density at the bounce approaches the critical density and that 'cell independence' is approximately recovered for our class of semiclassical states. Let us now introduce the weaker notion of approximate rescaling invariance for generic observables. By this we mean the following. To begin with, we keep our semiclassicality conditions that, for each value of k 0 , imply the choice σ =σ(k 0 ), and then consider the behavior of expectation values and fluctuations. Then, we will say that approximate rescaling invariance is implemented if the expectation values of 'true observables'Ô i , that classically are cell independent (and therefore of observational relevance), such as energy density, expansion and curvature, 'converge' to the corresponding classical value for large k 0 . Let us be precise. Given some K > 0, and for any two values k 0 and k 0 (both larger than K), there is convergence if the difference in the corresponding expectation values are smaller than any prescribed tolerance :
Similarly, we can also impose convergence conditions on the corresponding fluctuations of (cell independent) quantities. We can see from the expressions above that in the solvable model of loop quantum cosmology, approximate rescaling invariance is satisfied for our class of states. Thus, for a sufficiently large K and appropriately chosen tolerance , the observable predictions of the theories defined by cells V and V , as defined by semiclassical states satisfying our above conditions, are observationally indistinguishable. Finally, note that scaling symmetry is a feature of the open k=0 model, and not of the particular quantization chosen. Thus, the issue is also present in the Wheeler-De Witt quantum theory for this model, and the discussion in that case would follow very closely what we have here considered.
VII. SQUEEZED STATES
Let us now take the initial states as
depending on two complex parameters (η, β). One can reduce to a Gaussian state from a squeezed state by setting: Im(η) =:
Thus, we see that the extra parameter in the definition of the states is given by the imaginary part of η. How do squeezed states compare to Gaussian states? Are they any In the plot 1/η R = σ 2 ∈ (0, 300000), η I ∈ (−0.001, 0.001) , for β R = k 0 = 10000, β I = 0 and n = 0. The maximal value of the density at the bounce correspond to the Gaussian states. It is clear that the squeezed states have a maximal density close to ρ crit only if the state is near to the black line corresponding to the η I = 0 Gaussian states. For the asymptotic relative dispersion the minimum is achieved close to the Gaussian states, and the asymptotic relative dispersion grows as one introduces squeezing.
better? Let us illustrate the answer to these questions in Figs. 3 and 4 . What these figures show is that we can go off the Gaussian states, by introducing the squeezing parameter η I , and the state will also have most of its main properties. Semiclassicality is not destroyed, but the allowed range for the parameter η I is rather small, so one has to remain very close to the Gaussian states. For details see [15] .
For squeezed states the minimum of ∆ ± (for constant k 0 ) is not on the Gaussian states η I = 0 but rather, for some value ±η I . If ∆ + reaches its minimum atη I then ∆ − does it for −η I . Thus, there is an asymmetry in the volume fluctuations. Can this feature destroy semiclassicality as sometimes is claimed? The short answer is, no.
For a semiclassical state, the relative change in ∆ ± is very small (See Fig. 4 ). For instance, for k 0 = 10 5 , the maximum of |∆ + − ∆ − |/∆ ± is about 10 −4 . As we increase k 0 this value decreases even further, inversely proportional to k 0 . These results show that indeed, semiclassical states are very symmetric and that semiclassicality is preserved across the bounce. One should also note that this quantitative analysis invalidates some claims regarding the allowed asymmetry in fluctuations across the bounce and 'cosmic forgetfulness' [20, 21] , supports the results of [13] and [14] , and considerably improves the bounds found in [14] .
Let us now see how our results compare to those of [14] . In there, the authors prove, using general scattering methods not tailored to a specific choice of states, that for states that are sharply peaked on one side of the bounce the following relation is satisfied,
where σ ± is the dispersion of the logarithm ofV asymptotically after and before the bounce, and σ * is the dispersion of the logarithm ofp φ . If a state is sharply peaked such that the dispersions are small, one can safely assume that, for an observableÔ, ln(Ô) ≈ ln Ô and ∆ ln(Ô) ≈ ∆Ô / Ô . With these assumptions, the bound (30) is well approximated by the following bound:
We can now exactly evaluate the quantities in this last expression to see whether the bound (30) is close to being saturated for our semiclassical squeezed states. What we did was to start with the squeezed states with the optimal σ =σ, and find the maximum value of the quantity
for all allowed values of η I , and taking η R = 1/σ 2 , β I = 0. We have also taken β R = k 0 large. The question is whether E is close to one for these states. What we saw is that this quantity E is not only much smaller than one for realistic values of the parameters, but it also decreases faster than C/k 0 . That is, E behaves as E < C/k 0 , with C ≈ 3. Thus, for realistic values for k 0 , of the order of k 0 ≈ 10 120 corresponding to a 'large universe' -in the spatially compact case-the bound is very far from being saturated. The bound (30) is a very general result that hold for a large class of states, and ensures the preservation of semiclassicality. What we have shown here is that a much stronger bound is satisfied by our special class of squeezed semiclassical states.
VIII. DISCUSSION
The main objective of this article was to explore the semiclassical sector of loop quantum cosmology. That is, whether one could find explicit semiclassical states sharply peaked around a classical configuration. With this objective in mind, we saw that the solvable model in loop quantum cosmology is the perfect arena for asking concrete analytical questions regarding the semiclassical limit, and has allowed us to gain some conceptual clarity on the issue. As we have shown, coherent generalized Gaussian states are enough to construct well behaved, semiclassical states that are 'peaked' on a classical configuration. Furthermore, we have seen that the choice of parameters that characterize the 'spreading' of the wave function is severely restricted by physical considerations. Still, one can define 'many' coherent states that are semiclassical, and represent an over-complete set of states. Even when we have benefited from the existence of the solvable model, one expects that there exist corresponding semiclassical states for other cosmological models, such as k=±1 FRW and a cosmological constant, for example. Many of the conceptual issues that we have encountered here will be common to those models as well.
We have further studied the behavior of these semiclassical states at the bounce, and have found that they maintain their coherence, having bounded fluctuations. This has also allowed us to put the so called 'effective theory' to the test. As we have seen, one can intuitively label states as more 'semiclassical', when the point on phase space where they are peaked represents a trajectory yielding a large universe 2 . Using this notion, we have seen that the more semiclassical the state is, the better the effective description, even at the bounce. A somewhat important question one should ask is that of the scaling symmetry present in the classical and effective descriptions. What is then the situation of this symmetry in the quantum theory? As we have seen, one can not define a mapping, within our family of coherent states, that has the desired transformation properties in terms of expectation values of operators, and remains semiclassical for arbitrary cell rescaling. Nevertheless, we have shown that in the limit in which one considers large universes, one recovers precisely the classical scaling symmetry, as one might have expected from simple considerations.
Finally, we have explored generalized squeezed states and compared them to the generalized Gaussian states. As before, even when the region in parameter space where the states behave semiclassical is small, there is still a large number of states satisfying our conditions. We have also seen that squeezed states, that can be seen as an extension of Gaussian states, do not represent an improvement over the (particular case) of Gaussian states. As we have argued, the bounce is very nearly symmetric regarding fluctuations of relevant operators, for all the allowed squeezed states. Fluctuations are bounded before the big bounce if the state is semiclassical on the other side. There is no cosmic forgetfulness.
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